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Question Number: 1  Question Id: 716447151  Question Type: MCQ  Option Shuffling: Yes  Negative Marks Display Text: 2/3
Correct Marks: 2  Wrong Marks: 0.66

According to Sabine, Political theory contains three kinds of factors. Which of the following is NOT one of them?

Options:

1. ✗  ನಬೇದನೆ
Valuational

Experimental

Who branded Political theory as ‘dispassionate and disinterested’?

Options:
- David Easton
- Andrew Hacker
- Harold J Laski
- Karl Marx
Who among the following is one of the founders of the school of logical positivism?

Options:
1. Karl Marx
2. Immanuel Kant
3. Machiavelli
4. Max Weber

Who said that politics is concerned with ‘who gets what, when and how’?

Options:
1. David Easton
2. John Stuart Mill
3. Robert Owen

4. Harold Lasswell

Question Number : 5  Question Id : 716447155  Question Type : MCQ  Option Shuffling : Yes  Negative Marks Display Text : 2/3
Correct Marks : 2  Wrong Marks : 0.66

‘Empirical theory of democracy’ is propounded by:

‘స్యే మనం సంసృతి సాంస్కృతిక సంస్కరణ (సంస్కరన సాంస్కరణ సంస్కరణ)’ ఇది కాశిహరియాడు:

Options :

Germino & Macpherson

1. Germino & Macpherson

2. Joseph Schumpeter & Dahl

2. Joseph Schumpeter & Dahl

3. Rudolf & Rudolf

3. Rudolf & Rudolf

Herman Marcuse

4. Herman Marcuse

Question Number : 6  Question Id : 716447156  Question Type : MCQ  Option Shuffling : Yes  Negative Marks Display Text : 2/3
Correct Marks : 2  Wrong Marks : 0.66

The word ‘ideology’ was coined by:

‘ఇదీఓలి (ఇడియాసియా)’ ఇది సాధారణ సాధారణాన్ని:

Options :

1. ‘ఇదీఓలి (ఇడియాసియా)’ ఇది సాధారణ సాధారణాన్ని:

Options :
Who is regarded as the intellectual godfather of behavioural political science?

Options:

1. AF Bentley
2. CE Merriam
3. Alfred Cobban
What are the two major demands of post-behaviouralism?

Options:

1. Relevance and Action
2. Value and Universalism
3. Scientificism and Ethics
4. Ethics and Action

The notion of 'proportionate equality' is associated with:

Options:

1. Plato
2. Aristotle

3. Socrates

4. Machiavelli

Question Number : 11  Question Id : 716447161  Question Type : MCQ  Option Shuffling : Yes  Negative Marks Display Text : 2/3  Correct Marks : 2  Wrong Marks : 0.66  
Who among the following argued for a night watchman state?

Who among the following argued for a night watchman state?

Options :
1. John Rawls

2. Michael Walzer

3. J Habermas

4. Robert Nozick
Who tried to distinguish power from influence?

Who among the following is NOT part of TH Marshall’s classification of rights?
Economic

4. ✓ పరిశ్రమ

Question Number : 13  Question Id : 716447163  Question Type : MCQ  Option Shuffling : Yes  Negative Marks Display Text : 2/3  Correct Marks : 2 Wrong Marks : 0.66

The essay ‘A Discourse on the Origin of Equality’ was written by:

అస్మానుడి వందంలో ప్రవాహంలో పరిశ్రమ (అంచాయి శతాబ్ది పురాణాలు నాగార్జున్) ఏంటే జరుగులు జరిగింది:

Options :
Karl Marx

1. ✗ విల్యాండ్

2. ✗ జి.ఎన్.రుస్సెయు

3. ✗ తమి హోబ్బిస

Thomas Hobbes

4. ✗ పరిశ్రమ శతాబ్ది

Question Number : 14  Question Id : 716447164  Question Type : MCQ  Option Shuffling : Yes  Negative Marks Display Text : 2/3  Correct Marks : 2 Wrong Marks : 0.66

Which among the following is NOT correctly matched?

మాత్రమే ప్రముఖ నియంత్రణలు అంచాయిలో నిర్ధిష్టం?

Options :
Vindication of the right of women – Mary Wollstonecraft

1. ✗ పజిస్తున్నా ప్రముఖ నియంత్రణలు అంచాయిలో నిర్ధిష్టం
2. ✔️ अंग्रेज अभिव्यक्ति — ईसा सेल्यो

Sexual politics – Kate Millet

3. ✗ साहित्य जानकारी — सुल्तान खान

The dialectical of sex – Sulamith Firestone

4. ✗ वर्णन सन्दर्भ — लस्सी टैटल

Question Number : 15  Question Id : 716447165  Question Type : MCQ  Option Shuffling : Yes  Negative Marks Display Text : 2/3
Correct Marks : 2  Wrong Marks : 0.66

Who defined nation as an ‘imagined community’?

చారు యు ఎ ‘అసలుగా సమాధితం’ ఎం చేసా అంశాలు?

Options :

1. ✔️ దినగా శాసన

Eric Hobsman

2. ✗ జి. సాంగౌండ్

Partha Chatterjee

3. ✗ కార్నెల్ అర్డి

Ernest Barker

4. ✗ సాయన రామానుజాన్

Question Number : 16  Question Id : 716447166  Question Type : MCQ  Option Shuffling : Yes  Negative Marks Display Text : 2/3
Correct Marks : 2  Wrong Marks : 0.66
The statement 'The first man who after enclosing a piece of land says this is mine and found others believing is the real founder of civil society' is made by:

Options:

Thomas Hobbes

1. 

John Locke

2. 

JJ Rousseau

3. 

F Engel

4. 

Which of the following is NOT correctly matched?

Options:

Concept of Residue – Pareto

1. 

Concept of Sub-Elite – Mosca

2. 

Concept of Sub-Elite – Mosca

4. ✔

---

Question Number : 18  Question Id : 716447168  Question Type : MCQ  Option Shuffling : Yes  Negative Marks Display Text : 2/3
Correct Marks : 2  Wrong Marks : 0.66
The concept of creative freedom was given by:

Options:

1. ✗ CB Macpherson

2. ✔ CB Macpherson

3. ✗ Robert Dahl

4. ✗ Robert Dahl

---

Question Number : 19  Question Id : 716447169  Question Type : MCQ  Option Shuffling : Yes  Negative Marks Display Text : 2/3
Correct Marks : 2  Wrong Marks : 0.66
Idealist reason of liberalism was provided by:

Options :
Which among the following is NOT an agency of political socialisation?

Options:
1. Family
2. Friends
3. Judiciary
4. Laski

TH Green

Immanuel Kant

Hegel

Laski

1. ✓ రామాయణం

2. సాధారణానికి ఉపయోగి

3. హానికరు

4. ఏడాదు
Who among the following has built a Neo-Marxist theory of freedom?

Options:
1. Louis Althusser
2. Ralph Miliband
3. Herbert Marcuse
4. George Lukas

The book ‘Social Contract’ was written by:

Options:
1. Hegel
Kant

2. ✗ ఛాను

Rousseau

3. ✓ ఛాను

Hobbes

4. ✗ ఛాను

Question Number : 23  Question Id : 716447173  Question Type : MCQ  Option Shuffling : Yes  Negative Marks Display Text : 2/3  Correct Marks : 2  Wrong Marks : 0.66

The idea of ‘base and superstructure’ is expounded by:

‘ది ప్రమాణం ప్రపంచం యొక్క నిర్మాణం ఎందుకంటే ఉన్నదే:’

Options :

1. ✗ Marx in ‘The Party of Philosophy’

2. ✗ Marx and Engels in ‘Economist Manifesto’

3. ✓ Marx in ‘A Contribution to the Critique of Political Economy’

4. ✗ Engles in ‘Anti-Duhring’

---

Question Number : 24  Question Id : 716447174  Question Type : MCQ  Option Shuffling : Yes  Negative Marks Display Text : 2/3  Correct Marks : 2  Wrong Marks : 0.66
The scholar who argued that 'the word (state) ought to be abandoned entirely' was:

'(సాంరా (సిరి)) ఏంచి యాదో బ్రత్యుత్తు పాలకేశవరావు' ఎవరి తాగిని తాడిసేవా?

Options:

1. Max Weber
2. T Skopol
3. David Easton
4. FM Watkins

Which of the following is NOT correctly matched?

ఒకట చరిత్ర సంబంధిత నడపు పాలకేశవరావు?

Options:

1. Managerial Revolution – James Burham
2. The Stage of Economic Growth – WW Rostow
The New Industrial State – Simon Kuznet

3. ✓

Modernization and the Structure of Societies – Marion J. Levy, Jr.

4. ✓

---

Question Number : 26  Question Id : 716447176  Question Type : MCQ  Option Shuffling : Yes  Negative Marks Display Text : 2/3 Correct Marks : 2  Wrong Marks : 0.66

‘Sovereignty can no more be alienated than a tree can alienate its right to sprout or a man can transfer his life and personality without self-destruction.’ Who made this statement?

Options:

1. ✓ John

2. ✗ Opening

3. ✗ Locke

4. ✗ Hobbes

---

Question Number : 27  Question Id : 716447177  Question Type : MCQ  Option Shuffling : Yes  Negative Marks Display Text : 2/3 Correct Marks : 2  Wrong Marks : 0.66

Who argued that ‘public service rather than sovereignty is the essential characteristic of the state’?

Options:

1. ✓ John

2. ✗ Opening

3. ✗ Locke

4. ✗ Hobbes
Arrange the following in a chronological order.

a. Warsaw Pact
b. NATO
c. Suez Canal Crisis
d. OPEC

Options:

1. a, c, b, d
2. ✔ b, a, c, d
   c, b, a, d
3. ✗ c, b, a, d
   d, a, b, c
4. ✗ d, a, b, c

Question Number : 29  Question Id : 716447179  Question Type : MCQ  Option Shuffling : Yes  Negative Marks Display Text : 2/3
Correct Marks : 2  Wrong Marks : 0.66
The term ‘Neo-Colonialism’ was coined by:
‘చావిరుందిక్యుంది’ అనే శब్దాన్ని చావిరుందిక్యుంది గా అనుసరించడం
Options :
   Kwame Nkrumah
1. ✔ పాను పిస్తుంటా

Walter Lippmas
2. ✗ పాను పిస్తుంటా

Alfred Sauvy
3. ✗ ఫార్మిస్ట్

Frantz Fanon
4. ✗ ఫార్మిస్ట్

Question Number : 30  Question Id : 716447180  Question Type : MCQ  Option Shuffling : Yes  Negative Marks Display Text : 2/3
Correct Marks : 2  Wrong Marks : 0.66
Who among the following is NOT a Libertarian?
అలాంటి దృష్టిమే స్థాయి న్యాయాన్ని లభించడం
Options :
FA Hayek

1. × वैल्ट एसनबोर्न

Milton Friedman

2. × मिल्टन फ्रीडमन

Michael Sandel

3. ✓ रॉबर्ट नोजिक

Robert Nozick

4. × डवर्किन

Dworkin

Laski

Question Number : 31  Question Id : 716447181  Question Type : MCQ Option Shuffling : Yes  Negative Marks Display Text : 2/3
Correct Marks : 2  Wrong Marks : 0.66

Who among the following is associated with social welfare theory of rights?

Who among the following is associated with social welfare theory of rights?

Options :

1. × चार्ल्स टेयलर

Charles Taylor

2. ✓ लूई डवर्किन

Dworkin

3. × लैस्की
Question Number : 32  Question Id : 716447182  Question Type : MCQ  Option Shuffling : Yes  Negative Marks Display Text : 2/3  Correct Marks : 2  Wrong Marks : 0.66
Who was the scholar who extended the notion of “dependence” to mean domestic rather than the external condition of a third world country”?
“...”
Options :
- T Dos Santos

1. ✔️ అగ్రో బాగ్రి

AG Frank

2. ✗ డివిల్ న్యూన్

David Easton

3. ✗ సముదాయ పంయం

Samuel P Huntington

4. ✗ జానపదం రాంభ అనాయాయం

Question Number : 33  Question Id : 716447183  Question Type : MCQ  Option Shuffling : Yes  Negative Marks Display Text : 2/3  Correct Marks : 2  Wrong Marks : 0.66
Who among the following advocated the theory of world economic system through three concentric rings-core, semi-periphery and periphery?
“...”
Options :
Who stated that ‘The overthrow of mother right was the world-historic defeat of the female sex’?

Options:
- Friedrich Engels
- Kate Millet
- Sulamith Firestone
4. × सेवा सेवी

Question Number : 35  Question Id : 716447185  Question Type : MCQ  Option Shuffling : Yes  Negative Marks Display Text : 2/3  Correct Marks : 2  Wrong Marks : 0.66

Theory of natural rights was criticised as ‘Unreal and ill-founded’ by:

Options :
- JS Mill

1. × सेवा सेवी

Jeremy Bentham

2. ✔ चुनौती चुनौती

TH Green

3. × सेवा सेवी

JJ Rousseau

4. × सेवा सेवी

Question Number : 36  Question Id : 716447186  Question Type : MCQ  Option Shuffling : Yes  Negative Marks Display Text : 2/3  Correct Marks : 2  Wrong Marks : 0.66

Who used the term ‘Freemen’s Cooperative Commonwealth’ for the ideal society?

Options :
- MK Gandhi

1. × 100% 100
2. Karl Marx

3. Harold Lasswell

4. David Harvey

Question Number : 37  Question Id : 716447187  Question Type : MCQ  Option Shuffling : Yes  Negative Marks Display Text : 2/3 Correct Marks : 2  Wrong Marks : 0.66

Which of the following statements is NOT correct about behaviouralism?

Options:
1. It explores certain discernible uniformities in political behaviour
2. Insists on verifying and testing everything
3. Separates political sphere, opposes integration of discipline
4. Quantification and measurement are absolutely essential

Question Number : 38  Question Id : 716447188  Question Type : MCQ  Option Shuffling : Yes  Negative Marks Display Text : 2/3 Correct Marks : 2  Wrong Marks : 0.66
According to Almond and Powell, the concept of political culture involves three components of individual orientation. They are:

1. Cognitive, Cultural, Evaluative
2. Cognitive, Cultural, Evaluative
3. Cognitive, Cultural, Effective
4. Cognitive, Cultural, Effective

Question Number: 39  Question Id: 716447189  Question Type: MCQ  Option Shuffling: Yes  Negative Marks Display Text: 2/3  Correct Marks: 2  Wrong Marks: 0.66

Prof CC Maxey branded him as ‘the sainted Aristotle of Middle age’. He is:

1. Thomas Aquinas
2. St. Augustine

Options:

- St. Augustine
- Thomas Aquinas
Question Number : 40  Question Id : 716447190  Question Type : MCQ  Option Shuffling : Yes  Negative Marks Display Text : 2/3  Correct Marks : 2  Wrong Marks : 0.66
Hobbes greatest work ‘Leviathan’ was published in:

Options :
1. 1648
2. 1650
3. 1651
4. 1654

Question Number : 41  Question Id : 716447191  Question Type : MCQ  Option Shuffling : Yes  Negative Marks Display Text : 2/3  Correct Marks : 2  Wrong Marks : 0.66
‘Over himself, over his own body and mind, the individual is sovereign’ is the statement of:

Options :
Which of the following is NOT correctly matched?

Options:

1. Four Essays on Liberty – Isaiah Berlin

2. The Constitution of Liberty – FA Hayek

3. Taking Right Seriously – Steve Lukes
4. Who among the following emphatically argued for ‘equality of capabilities’?

Options:
- Amartya Sen
- Mahboob-ul-Haq
- Michel Walzer
- GA Cohen

1. Correct
2. HJ Laski

3. Immanuel Kant

4. Nozick

Question Number : 45  Question Id : 716447195  Question Type : MCQ  Option Shuffling : Yes  Negative Marks Display Text : 2/3  Correct Marks : 2 Wrong Marks : 0.66

Who suggested ‘power as productive which produces identity and subjectivity’?

Options :
1. Michel Foucault
2. Franz Fanon

Question Number : 46  Question Id : 716447196  Question Type : MCQ  Option Shuffling : Yes  Negative Marks Display Text : 2/3  Correct Marks : 2 Wrong Marks : 0.66

Tom Bottomore

David Held
Which of the following statements of Aristotle is INCORRECT?

_options:
1. He opposed tradition of slavery
2. He has given organic conception of state
3. He believes that state is a product of human reason
4. He argued for corrective and distributive justice

Who is of the view that “Democracy is a form of government in which no one enjoys unconditional and unlimited power”?

_options:
1. R Dahl
2. CB Macpherson
Question Number : 48  Question Id : 716447198  Question Type : MCQ  Option Shuffling : Yes  Negative Marks Display Text : 2/3  Correct Marks : 2  Wrong Marks : 0.66
Harold Lasswell’s specific contribution to behavioural revolution was:

Options :
1. use of mathematical tools in political analysis
2. content analysis and psycho-analytical tools
3. fusion of biological approach with political questions
4. application of traditional methods with modern approach

Question Number : 49  Question Id : 716447199  Question Type : MCQ  Option Shuffling : Yes  Negative Marks Display Text : 2/3  Correct Marks : 2  Wrong Marks : 0.66
Who is the author of ‘Science and Method of Politics’?

Options :
The book ‘Evolutionary Socialism’ was written by:

Options:

1. Eduard Bernstein
2. Harold Lasswell
3. JW Chapman
Question Number : 51  Question Id : 716447201  Question Type : MCQ  Option Shuffling : Yes  Negative Marks Display Text : 2/3  Correct Marks : 2  Wrong Marks : 0.66

‘Swaraj will not be a free gift of the British Parliament. It will be a declaration of India’s full self-expression’. Who said these words?

Options:
- Jawaharlal Nehru
- Mahatma Gandhi
- Bal Gangadhar Tilak
- Lala Lajpat Rai

Question Number : 52  Question Id : 716447202  Question Type : MCQ  Option Shuffling : Yes  Negative Marks Display Text : 2/3  Correct Marks : 2  Wrong Marks : 0.66

Creation of an All India ‘Services’ is provided in:

Options:
- Article 324
- 324

1. Article 324
2. ✔ [Option A]

Article 312

3. ✗ [Option B]

Article 326

4. ✗ [Option C]

Article 310

Question Number : 53  Question Id : 716447203  Question Type : MCQ  Option Shuffling : Yes  Negative Marks Display Text : 2/3  Correct Marks : 2  Wrong Marks : 0.66

Which of the following is INCORRECTLY matched?

Which of the following is INCORRECTLY matched?

Options :
1. ✔ [Option A]

WT Wagner – Modern Constitution

2. ✗ [Option B]

CH Alexandrowicz – Constitutional Developments in India

3. ✗ [Option C]

I Jennings – Some Characteristic of Indian Constitution

4. ✗ [Option D]

G Austin – The Indian Constitution

Question Number : 54  Question Id : 716447204  Question Type : MCQ  Option Shuffling : Yes  Negative Marks Display Text : 2/3  Correct Marks : 2  Wrong Marks : 0.66
Which articles state that noting is this article present state for making any special permission for the advancement of the Social and Educationally Backward Citizen Schedule Caste/ Tribes?

Options:

1. Article 14(2)
2. Article 15(4)
3. Article 16(4)
4. Article 18(1)

Arrange the given Acts in their chronological order.

1. POTA  2. MISA  3. TADA  4. COFEPOSA

Options:

1. 2,3,1,4
The fundamental right which prohibits double jeopardy punishment for the:

Options:

1. Article 19
2. Article 20
3. Article 21
4. Article 22
Right to Education become a fundamental right after the:

85th Constitutional Amendment 2005
86th Constitutional Amendment 2002
85th Constitutional Amendment 2003
86th Constitutional Amendment 2004

Dr. Ambedkar said about a particular right ‘It is the key soul of the constitution and the very heart of it’:

Article 19

Article 21
Question Number : 59  Question Id : 716447209  Question Type : MCQ  Option Shuffling : Yes  Negative Marks Display Text : 2/3  Correct Marks : 2  Wrong Marks : 0.66

Which (writ) Enquires ‘Legality of the elams’?

‘వా (వెద) ’నమింద సరోగా సంచల్న నాలుగు వాండిమానం?

Options :
1. ✅ మాత్రమే

2. ✗ కనండమే

3. ✗ హెబేస్ కట్టం

4. ✗ సరిష్టం

Question Number : 60  Question Id : 716447210  Question Type : MCQ  Option Shuffling : Yes  Negative Marks Display Text : 2/3  Correct Marks : 2  Wrong Marks : 0.66

Which of the following statements about Directive Principle of the State Policy is INCORRECTLY matched?

‘ధార నిమయ అవారే సాధార నిభాన పరిమితికి స్వా వియింటం పరిమితం?’

Options :
1. **BN Rao – Moral Percept**

2. **KM Panikkar – Socialism is Economic Sphere**

3. **JL Nehru – Political Democracy**

4. **Spoil system of appointment is present in:**

   - India

   - England

   - Sri Lanka
USA

4. ✔ మానవులు

Question Number: 62  Question Id: 716447212  Question Type: MCQ  Option Shuffling: Yes  Negative Marks Display Text: 2/3  Correct Marks: 2  Wrong Marks: 0.66

The previous recommendation of the president is required as Which of the following Bill?

ప్రథమ సందర్భం నివిడి ప్రాణాల మానవులు కంటే?

Options:

- Ordinary Bill
- Constitutional Amendment Bill
- A Money Bill
- Private member Bill

Question Number: 63  Question Id: 716447213  Question Type: MCQ  Option Shuffling: Yes  Negative Marks Display Text: 2/3  Correct Marks: 2  Wrong Marks: 0.66

The joint session of the parliament is presided by the:

పాలన సందర్భం నివిడి ప్రాణాల మానవులు కంటే?

Options:

- President of India
- పాలన సందర్భం నివిడి ప్రాణాల మానవులు కంటే?
Chairman of the Rajya Sabha

2. ✗ అమ్మాయి సాధరణ

Speaker

3. ✓ స్పెయస్

Parliamentary Affairs Minister

4. ✗ సాధరణ్యం ముఖ్య కేసరీ

---

Question Number : 64  Question Id : 716447214  Question Type : MCQ  Option Shuffling : Yes  Negative Marks Display Text : 2/3  Correct Marks : 2  Wrong Marks : 0.66

Which of the following is NOT true about money bill?

ఎలా నిర్ణయించండి మనూ మంత్రీ నియమం ఉత్పత్తి?

Options :

1. ✗ జిందా నిర్ణయించండి మనూ నియమం ఉత్పత్తి

Council of State can’t reject or amend a money bill

రాష్ట్ర సంఘ సంఘం మనూ శేషకం నీటి సింహం ఉత్పత్తి

2. ✗

3. ✓

If the Council of State does not return the money bill within 14 days, it shall be deemed rejected

రాష్ట్ర సంఘం సంఘం యొక్కం మనూ 14 దినాలపాటు నిస్హంచించండి, అంటే తనే నిస్హంచించండి అధికారం

Speaker will decide that a bill is a money bill or not

4. ✗ సంక్రాంతు నిర్ణయించండి, అంటే తనే నిర్ణయించండి అధికారం

---

Question Number : 65  Question Id : 716447215  Question Type : MCQ  Option Shuffling : Yes  Negative Marks Display Text : 2/3  Correct Marks : 2  Wrong Marks : 0.66
How many members are there in a committee on public undertakings?

How many members are there in a committee on public undertakings?

Options:
1. 15 members from Lok Sabha and 7 members from Rajya Sabha
2. 10 members from Lok Sabha and 5 members from Rajya Sabha
3. 15 members from Rajya Sabha and 7 members from Lok Sabha
4. 10 members from Rajya Sabha and 5 members from Lok Sabha

Under which Article of the Constitution of India, legislation by a state shall be subject to disallowance by the president when reserved by the Governor for his consideration?

Options:
1. Article 101
2. Article 201
Article 301

3. ✗ Article 301

Article 200

4. ✗ Article 200

---

Question Number : 67  Question Id : 716447217  Question Type : MCQ  Option Shuffling : Yes  Negative Marks Display Text : 2/3  Correct Marks : 2  Wrong Marks : 0.66

Which of the following schedules distributes power to legislative between the state legislative and the panchayat?

Options :

1. ✗ 7th Schedule

2. ✗ 8th Schedule

3. ✗ 11th Schedule

4. ✗ 12th Schedule

---

Question Number : 68  Question Id : 716447218  Question Type : MCQ  Option Shuffling : Yes  Negative Marks Display Text : 2/3  Correct Marks : 2  Wrong Marks : 0.66
Arrange the following states in the chronological order of the action.

1.  2.  3.  4.

Options:
1, 2, 4, 3

Which of the following is INCORRECT about the impeachment of a Supreme Court judge?

1. Motion addressed to the president

2. Signed by at least 100 members of Lok Sabha or 50 members of Rajya Sabha
Motion is to be investigated by a committee of three

3.  Motion passed in each house by simple majority tie of 50%

4.  Supreme Court may provide advisory opinion on any question of fact or law that may be referred to it by the president. This is provided in:

Options :

1. Article 136

2. Article 140

3. Article 143

4. Article 142

The statement ‘we did not want to make the president a mere figurehead like the French President’ was made by:

Options :
National Green Tribunal Act was created in:

1. 2006
2. 2009
3. 2010
Question Number : 73  Question Id : 716447223  Question Type : MCQ  Option Shuffling : Yes  Negative Marks Display Text : 2/3  Correct Marks : 2  Wrong Marks : 0.66
What is the full form of the abbreviation ‘NITI’ in NITI Aayog?

Options :
National Institution for Translating India
1. ✗
National Institution for Transforming India
2. ✓
National Institution for Transforming Institution
3. ✗
New India Transforming India
4. ✗

Question Number : 74  Question Id : 716447224  Question Type : MCQ  Option Shuffling : Yes  Negative Marks Display Text : 2/3  Correct Marks : 2  Wrong Marks : 0.66
NITI Aayog was established in:

Options :
January 2015
1. ✓  January 2015
2. 2015

January 2016

3. 2016

June 2016

4. 2016

Question Number : 75  Question Id : 716447225  Question Type : MCQ  Option Shuffling : Yes  Negative Marks Display Text : 2/3  Correct Marks : 2  Wrong Marks : 0.66

Who was the chairman of the first official language commission?

వారించారు అనాటి సంస్థ ప్రధాన అభివృద్ధి కార్యచారి మామూలు?

Options :

1. BG Kher

2. BG జిల్లా

3. HN Kunzru

4. HN విషయం

Rajendra Prasad

3. రాజేంద్ర ప్రశాద

KM Munshi

4. KM మున్సి
Division of subject of legislation under three legislation list is provided in:

Options:

1. Schedule 3
2. Schedule 6
3. ✓ Schedule 7
4. × Schedule 9

Question Number : 77 Question Id : 716447227 Question Type : MCQ Option Shuffling : Yes Negative Marks Display Text : 2/3 Correct Marks : 2 Wrong Marks : 0.66
‘India as a secular state guarantees, constitutionally, freedom of religion to all persons, and does not assign a special pointer to any particular religion.’ Who defined India’s secularism in the given words?

‘ఒకప్పుడు అత్యంత ప్రభావం ప్రత్యేకదించడానికి, అది చాలా ప్రత్యేకం, మాత్రమే ఈ సంస్కరణ ప్రత్యేకంగా చెప్పబడిన విధానం.’ ఎంది ప్రత్యేకతనికి తెగుండి చెప్పబడింది?

Options:

Atul Kohli

1. × Rajni Kothari

2. ×
3. ✗ अ. एकीकरण

Alexandrowicz

4. ✓

Question Number : 78  Question Id : 716447228  Question Type : MCQ  Option Shuffling : Yes  Negative Marks Display Text : 2/3  Correct Marks : 2  Wrong Marks : 0.66
Under which of the following articles does the Rajya Sabha have special powers to legislate a ‘state list’ in the national interest?

Options :
Article 249
1. ✓ अ. एकीकरण 249

Article 250
2. ✗ अ. एकीकरण 250

Article 252
3. ✗ अ. एकीकरण 252

Article 253
4. ✗ अ. एकीकरण 253

Question Number : 79  Question Id : 716447229  Question Type : MCQ  Option Shuffling : Yes  Negative Marks Display Text : 2/3  Correct Marks : 2  Wrong Marks : 0.66
When and in which state was the president’s rule invoked under Article 356?

Options :
The Chairman of National Commission to review the working of the Constitution of India was:

Options:

1. MN Venkatachaliah

2. MM Punchi

3. PA Sangma
4.  ரஞ்சு ராமின்

Question Number : 81  Question Id : 716447231  Question Type : MCQ  Option Shuffling : Yes  Negative Marks Display Text : 2/3  Correct Marks : 2  Wrong Marks : 0.66

Which of the committee/commission recommended the deletion of Article 356?

என்றும் 356-ல் குறிப்பிட்டுள்ள வழக்கம் / சொந்த வழக்கம் என்னை?

Options :

Sarkaria Commission

1. ✗

Rajmunnar Committee

2. ✅

Administrative Reform Commission

3. ✗

MM Punchi

4. ✗

Question Number : 82  Question Id : 716447232  Question Type : MCQ  Option Shuffling : Yes  Negative Marks Display Text : 2/3  Correct Marks : 2  Wrong Marks : 0.66

Which of the following members were part of the Sarkaria commission?

என்றும் என்று என்று என்று என்று என்று என்று என்று?

Options :

Justice MM Punchi & B Sivaraman

1. ✗

G.L. Banarjee
Who authored the book ‘Democracy and Discontent: India’s Growing Crisis of Governability’?

Options:

1. Atul Kohli

2. Rajeev Dhawan

3. Ramsay Muni

4. Rajeev Bhargava
The formation of the State Reorganisation Commission was announced in December 1953. Who was its chairman?

Options:

1. ✅ Fazal Ali

KM Pannikar

2. ✗ కమార్ పణ్నికర్

Pattabhi Sitaramayya

3. ✗ పతిబ్రి సితారామయ్య

HN Kunzru

4. ✗ హిందు కుంట్రు

Which of the following is an example of associational pressure groups?

Options:

1. ✗ వాడ్కరు, విద్యాదారులు కుంటలు

Caste groups

2. ✗ ఆంధ్ర ప్రదేశ్ ప్రాంతాల పారిష్టిక బడులు

ABVP

3. ✅ రాష్ట్ర సంస్థ‌ల సంస్థ‌లు

Congress Parliamentary Board
4. **ULFA**

Which of the following committees is related to electoral reforms?

**Options:**
- Goswami Committee
- Seth Committee
- Mehta Committee
- Punchi Commission

---

Question Number : 87  Question Id : 716447237  Question Type : MCQ  Option Shuffling : Yes  Negative Marks Display Text : 2/3
Correct Marks : 2  Wrong Marks : 0.66

Through which constitutional amendment was the total number of ministers including the prime minister in the council of ministers restricted to 15% of the total number of the House of People?

**Options:**
- 90th Constitutional Amendment Act
- 90th Constitutional Amendment Act
2. ✔ 91 संविधान अधिनियम

89th Constitutional Amendment Act

3. ✗ 89 संविधान अधिनियम

92nd Constitutional Amendment Act

4. ✗ 92 संविधान अधिनियम

Question Number : 88  Question Id : 716447238  Question Type : MCQ  Option Shuffling : Yes  Negative Marks Display Text : 2/3  Correct Marks : 2  Wrong Marks : 0.66

All India Trade Union Congress was founded in:

అంతర్జాతీయ వ్యవహార సంఘం ప్రారంభం నంద్రలు ప్రారంభం నంద్రలు నంద్రలు:

Options:

1. ✔ 1920

2. ✗ 1936

3. ✗ 1947

4. ✗ 1951

Question Number : 89  Question Id : 716447239  Question Type : MCQ  Option Shuffling : Yes  Negative Marks Display Text : 2/3  Correct Marks : 2  Wrong Marks : 0.66
Basic Structure Theory was given by Supreme Court in the case of:

_options:

1. Indra Sawhney vs Union of India

2. Gopalan vs State of Madras

3. Keshavnanda Bharati vs State of Kerala

4. Golaknath vs State of Punjab

Who among the following is NOT appointed by the President?

_options:

1. Attorney General

2. Advocate General
Comptroller and Auditor General of India

3. ✗ राष्ट्रीय हानि अधिकारी आदेश की जरूरत

Judge of High Court

4. ✗ आदेश की जरूरत का अवलोकन

Question Number : 91  Question Id : 716447241  Question Type : MCQ  Option Shuffling : Yes  Negative Marks Display Text : 2/3
Correct Marks : 2 Wrong Marks : 0.66
Who defined Public Administration as ‘The art of administration is the direction, co-ordination and control of many persons to achieve some purpose or objective’?

Options :

Luther Gullick

1. ✗ लूटर गलिक

Herbert Simon

2. ✗ हर्बर्ट सिमन

LD White

3. ✓ एड डी वाइट

Woodrow Wilson

4. ✗ वुडवर्ड विल्सन

Question Number : 92  Question Id : 716447242  Question Type : MCQ  Option Shuffling : Yes  Negative Marks Display Text : 2/3
Correct Marks : 2 Wrong Marks : 0.66
Who coined the term ‘Gangplank’?

Options :
1. ✓ Henry Fayol

Lyndall Urwick

2. ✗

FW Willoughby

3. ✗

D Waldo

4. ✗

Question Number : 93  Question Id : 716447243  Question Type : MCQ  Option Shuffling : Yes  Negative Marks Display Text : 2/3  Correct Marks : 2  Wrong Marks : 0.66

Logic Theory Machine is supported by:

 espa m n m n n m n n n m n n

Options :

Herbert A Simon and Allen Newell

1. ✓

FM Marx

2. ✗

Victor A Thomson

3. ✗
4. ✗ वैदेशिक

Question Number : 94  Question Id : 716447244  Question Type : MCQ  Option Shuffling : Yes  Negative Marks Display Text : 2/3  Correct Marks : 2  Wrong Marks : 0.66
Which is NOT a characteristic of ‘Hierarchy’?

Options :

1. ✗ It functions on the principle of ‘through proper channel’

Unity of command is an essential feature of hierarchy

2. ✗

3. ✓ Authority vested in only higher level and every level of official should commensurate with the responsibility entrusted to him

Division of labour

4. ✗

Question Number : 95  Question Id : 716447245  Question Type : MCQ  Option Shuffling : Yes  Negative Marks Display Text : 2/3  Correct Marks : 2  Wrong Marks : 0.66
‘Toward A New Public Administration: A Minnowbrook Perspective’ is written by:

Options :

1. ✓ Frank Marini

2. ✗
Which of the following is NOT a characteristic of new public management?

Options:

1. Decentralisation and responsibility of authority
2. Qualitative improvement in regulation
3. Centralisation of authority

Correct Marks: 2 Wrong Marks: 0.66
Mooney & Reiley enunciated four principles of organisation. These principles are:

Options:

1. Coordinate, Scalar, Functional and Equity
2. Discipline, Coordinate, Functional and Staff
3. Coordinative, The Scalar, Functional and Staff
4. Coordinate, Functional, Discipline and Equity

According to Luther Gullick, the four bases of organisations are:

Options:

1. Budget, Allocation, Purpose, Process
2. Purpose, Clientele, Budget, Area/Territory
3. ✓ ধন ও আয়, উদ্যোগ, বিস্তৃতি ও বিপ্লবনাম (দ্রুত বুদ্ধি), শীর্ষে/মাঝারি

Budget, Purpose, Process, Clientele

4. ❌ ধন ও আয়, উদ্যোগ, বিস্তৃতি ও বিপ্লবনাম (দ্রুত বুদ্ধি)

Question Number : 99  Question Id : 716447249  Question Type : MCQ  Option Shuffling : Yes  Negative Marks Display Text : 2/3
Correct Marks : 2  Wrong Marks : 0.66

The book ‘Planned Economy of India’ was written by:

‘রাষ্ট্রীয় প্রণয়’ বইটির রচয়িতা কে?

Options :

1. ✓ মিঃ ভিশেস্বরায়া

KT Shah

2. ❌ কে হে

SS Khera

3. ❌ অর্জিন দম্পত্তি

AD Gorwala

4. ❌ এই কোনো

Question Number : 100  Question Id : 716447250  Question Type : MCQ  Option Shuffling : Yes  Negative Marks Display Text : 2/3
Correct Marks : 2  Wrong Marks : 0.66

The book ‘The Administrative State’ was written by:

‘রাজনৈতিক কর্মশালা’ বইটির রচয়িতা কে?

Options :
Elton Mayo

1. ✗ మారంమాయ

Dwight Waldo

2. ✓ ఎండా వాల్డో

MP Follet

3. ✗ మారంమాయ

Chester Bernard

4. ✗ ఎండా వాల్డో

---

Question Number : 101  Question Id : 716447251  Question Type : MCQ  Option Shuffling : Yes  Negative Marks Display Text : 2/3
Correct Marks : 2 Wrong Marks : 0.66

Public policy typically aims to:

మారంమాయ కేంద్రానికి చెందడం పరిస్థితులు ముందుతుంది:

Options :

- exacerbate conflicting claims made on scarce resources
- remove incentives for collective action
- prohibit morally acceptable behaviour

1. ✓ ఎండా వాల్డో రెండో పరిస్థితులు ముందుతుంది

- మారంమాయ రెండో పరిస్థితులు ముందుతుంది

- మారంమాయ రెండో పరిస్థితులు ముందుతుంది

- మారంమాయ రెండో పరిస్థితులు ముందుతుంది

- మారంమాయ రెండో పరిస్థితులు ముందుతుంది

- మారంమాయ రెండో పరిస్థితులు ముందుతుంది

- మారంమాయ రెండో పరిస్థితులు ముందుతుంది

- మారంమాయ రెండో పరిస్థితులు ముందుతుంది

- మారంమాయ రెండో పరిస్థితులు ముందుతుంది

- మారంమాయ రెండో పరిస్థితులు ముందుతుంది

- మారంమాయ రెండో పరిస్థితులు ముందుతుంది
protect the rights and activities of individuals

4. Why is the need for a "human rights framework" significant?

Question Number : 102  Question Id : 716447252  Question Type : MCQ  Option Shuffling : Yes  Negative Marks Display Text : 2/3
Correct Marks : 2  Wrong Marks : 0.66
Which of the following correctly lists the stages of policy-making process?

Options :

1. Policy evaluation, issue identification and agenda setting, policy adoption, policy formulation, policy implementation

2. Issue identification and agenda setting, policy formulation, policy adoption, policy implementation, policy evaluation

3. Policy formulation, issue identification and agenda setting, policy evaluation, policy implementation, policy adoption

4. Policy implementation, policy evaluation, issue identification and agenda setting, policy formulation, policy adoption

Question Number : 103  Question Id : 716447253  Question Type : MCQ  Option Shuffling : Yes  Negative Marks Display Text : 2/3
Correct Marks : 2  Wrong Marks : 0.66
Who among the following argued about 'incremental decision making'?

Options :
The normative optimum model of policy making is developed by:

Options:

1. Yehezkel Dror

2. Charles E Lindblom

3. Laurence Lynn

4. Thomas Dye

Correct Marks : 2 Wrong Marks : 0.66
4. *

Substantive public policy are concerned with:

Options:
- General Welfare and development of the society
- Regulation of trade, business and safety measures
- Meant for specific segment of the society
- Concerned with the re-arrangement of policies which are concerned with bringing about basic social and economic changes

---

Question Number : 106  Question Id : 716447256  Question Type : MCQ  Option Shuffling : Yes  Negative Marks Display Text : 2/3
Correct Marks : 2  Wrong Marks : 0.66

Which theory stipulates that citizens are self-interested actors whose decisions fulfill their own needs and wants?

Options:
The ‘Black-box’ model of policy analysis was presented by:

Options:

1. David Easton
2. GA Almond
3. Karl Deutsch
4. Pluralism theory
5. Economic theory
4. వైభవం నీటి వేయడం

Which of the following characteristics is NOT a part of Weber’s model of a functioning government?

There are rules within civil society

Government must employ skilled experts

Skilled experts do not necessarily have to operate within organised hierarchy

People must be treated equally

The term ‘bounded rationality’ appears in the work of:

‘ఖ్యాతి చేసిని’ పై ఇంటి అల్లు వనితను రాయమని:

Options:

David Easton

1. దేవిడ్ ఎస్టోం
Question Number : 110  Question Id : 716447260  Question Type : MCQ  Option Shuffling : Yes  Negative Marks Display Text : 2/3  Correct Marks : 2  Wrong Marks : 0.66

The function of ‘Interest Articulation’ is performed by:

Options:

1. educational institutions
2. pressure and interest groups
3. mass media
4. family

Question Number : 111  Question Id : 716447261  Question Type : MCQ  Option Shuffling : Yes  Negative Marks Display Text : 2/3  Correct Marks : 2  Wrong Marks : 0.66
The book ‘Nerves of Government: Model of Communication and Control’ was written by:

_options:

1. Almond and Powell
2. David Easton
3. Karl Deutsch
4. James C Charlesworth

The term ‘Elite and Masses’ was first used by:

_options:

1. Vilfredo Pareto
2. G Mosca
Question Number: 113  Question Id: 716447263  Question Type: MCQ  Option Shuffling: Yes  Negative Marks Display Text: 2/3  Correct Marks: 2  Wrong Marks: 0.66

The model of democratic process called ‘Polyarchy’ was developed by:

Options:

1. AF Bentley
2. Raymond Aron
3. Giovanni Sartori
4. Robert Dahl

Question Number: 114  Question Id: 716447264  Question Type: MCQ  Option Shuffling: Yes  Negative Marks Display Text: 2/3  Correct Marks: 2  Wrong Marks: 0.66

Notion of ‘Democratic Centralism’ is related to:

Options:
Policies concerned with the general welfare and development of the society is called:

Options:
- Substantive
- Regulatory
- Distributive
4. **चिल्लिकेरिय (मार्क्सवादी)**

Question Number : 116  Question Id : 716447266  Question Type : MCQ  Option Shuffling : Yes  Negative Marks Display Text : 2/3  Correct Marks : 2  Wrong Marks : 0.66

Who among the following has NOT adopted the decision-making approach?

**విద్యార్థిలు** వారిని విద్యార్థిని విద్యార్థిని (ప్రత్యేక ప్రత్యేక ప్రత్యేక) శాఖలో విద్యార్థిని?

Options :

1. **హెరెంట్ సిమాన్**  

G. March

2. **హెరెంట్ సిమాన్**

Richard Snyder

3. **డిఫ్ఫ్ఫేన్ యర్ణేడ్**

Raymond Aron

4. **హెరెంట్ సిమాన్**

Question Number : 117  Question Id : 716447267  Question Type : MCQ  Option Shuffling : Yes  Negative Marks Display Text : 2/3  Correct Marks : 2  Wrong Marks : 0.66

Marbury vs Madison (1803) case led the origin of:

*మార్బుర్ విద్యార్థి మాడిసన్ (1803) సామాన్య సామాన్య సామాన్యానికి*:

Options :

1. **డిఫ్ఫ్ఫేన్ (డిఫ్ఫ్ఫేన్)**  

delegated legislation
judicial review

2. ✓

judicial accountability

3. ❌

representative judiciary

4. ❌

---

Arrange the following committees on Panchayati Raj in chronological order.

a. Balwant Rai Mehta Committee
b. Ashok Mehta Committee
c. LM Singhvi Committee
d. GVK Rao Committee

Options:

a, b, c, d

1. ❌ a, b, c, d
Question Number : 119  Question Id : 716447269  Question Type : MCQ  Option Shuffling : Yes  Negative Marks Display Text : 2/3
Correct Marks : 2  Wrong Marks : 0.66

Question: How many subjects were transferred to Panchayats by the 73rd Constitutional Amendment in the Eleventh Schedule?

Options:
1. 21
2. 32
3. 29
4. 25

Question Number : 120  Question Id : 716447270  Question Type : MCQ  Option Shuffling : Yes  Negative Marks Display Text : 2/3
Correct Marks : 2  Wrong Marks : 0.66

Question: Under which of the following ministries does the Department of Official Language (Raj Bhasha Vibhag) come?

Options:
1. 21
2. 32
3. 29
4. 25
The members of UPSC can be removed from their office during their tenure by the:

Options:

1. President on the report of the Supreme Court of India
2. President
3. Parliament

Correct Marks: 2 Wrong Marks: 0.66
President on the report of the Parliament

4. ❌ संविधान संशोधन विषय

Question Number : 122  Question Id : 716447272  Question Type : MCQ  Option Shuffling : Yes  Negative Marks Display Text : 2/3 Corrct Marks : 2  Wrong Marks : 0.66

Collegial Executive is prevalent in:

❌ संविधान संशोधन विषय

Options :

1. ❌ फ्रांस

   France

2. ❌ स्विट्जरलैंड

   Switzerland

3. ✔️ भारत

   India

4. ❌ अरस्तूड़ा

Question Number : 123  Question Id : 716447273  Question Type : MCQ  Option Shuffling : Yes  Negative Marks Display Text : 2/3 Correct Marks : 2  Wrong Marks : 0.66

Who among the following has the right to address the Parliament?

✔️ संविधान संशोधन विषय

Options :

1. ✔️ अरस्तूड़ा अध्यक्ष श्री भव्या
Chief Election Commissioner of India

2. ✗ ಮಾರು ಹಸಿಯುವ ದೇಶಪಾಲ

Chief Justice of India

3. ✗ ನ್ಯೂ ಟ್ರೈಬ್ಲರ್ ಕಾರ್ಯಾರ್ಥೀಕರ

National Security Adviser

4. ✗ ಮಾರು ಹಸಿಯುವ ದೇಶಪಾಲ

Money from the Contingency Fund of India can be withdrawn only after the:

ಆರೋಹಣದ ಕ್ರಮಾಂಗಡೆ ಇತರ ಚೂರ್ಣಣೆ ಕ್ರಮಗಳು ಯೋಜನೆ ಮತ್ತು ಕ್ರಮಗಳು ತಿನ್ನಬಹುದು:

Options :

1. ✓ appropriation Act has been passed by the Parliament

2. ✗ ಮಾರೂ ಹಸಿಯುವ ದೇಶಪಾಲ

3. ✗ prior approval of Comptroller and Auditor General

4. ✗ ಮಾರೂ ಹಸಿಯುವ ದೇಶಪಾಲ

approval of the President

approval of Cabinet
National Development Council was set up in:

Options:
1. ✗ 1950
2. ✗ 1951
3. ✓ 1952
4. ✗ 1955

Who was the philosopher who proposed the ‘positive method’ in the field of social science in 1848?

1848 గిందిన చేతుల సాంస్కృతిక (మాన్యానికీ విద్య) యొక్క పసివ్వాయనాయను అయింది?

Options:
1. ✓ Auguste Comte
2. ✗ Karl Marx
3. ✗ Theodorson
4. ✗ Protagoras
Question Number : 127  Question Id : 716447277  Question Type : MCQ  Option Shuffling : Yes  Negative Marks Display Text : 2/3
Correct Marks : 2  Wrong Marks : 0.66
According to Horton and Hunt, which of the following are the correct steps in scientific research?

Options :

1. Plan of research design, review of literature, define the problem, collection of data, formulate the hypothesis, research design, collection of data, research design, collection of data, formulation of the hypothesis, review of literature, define the problem.

2. Define the problem, review of literature, formulate the hypothesis, research design, collection of data, research design, collection of data, formulation of the hypothesis, review of literature, define the problem.

3. Collection of data, define the problem, formulate the hypothesis, review of literature, research design, research design, collection of data, formulation of the hypothesis, review of literature, define the problem.

4. Research design, define the problem, collection of data, formulate the hypothesis, review of literature, research design, research design, collection of data, formulation of the hypothesis, review of literature, define the problem.

Question Number : 128  Question Id : 716447278  Question Type : MCQ  Option Shuffling : Yes  Negative Marks Display Text : 2/3
Correct Marks : 2  Wrong Marks : 0.66
Which of the following is INCORRECT about exploratory research?

Options :
Useful in the area in which information or literature information is available

1. ✓

Also known as formulative research

2. ✗

The researcher has little knowledge about the problem

3. ✗

It is useful in less explored area

4. ✗

The research conducted to measure the effectiveness of an action program is called:

Options:

1. ✓

Experimental Research

2. ✗

Evaluation Research

3. ✗
4. ✗ ఉత్తరాద (ఉత్తరాదితో) నిర్ణయించండి

The variable selected for analysis is called:

ప్రతి ఫాక్టర్ లేదా పరిమాణం నిరూపించడానికి (నిరూపణకి) ఉపయోగించబడుతుంది.

Options:

extraneous
1. ✗ జాతిని (జాతిగాని)

control
2. ✗ జాతిని

independent
3. ✗ జాతిని

explanatory
4. ✗ జాతిని జాతిగాని (జాతిగాని)

Question Number: 131  Question Id: 716447281  Question Type: MCQ  Option Shuffling: Yes  Negative Marks Display Text: 2/3
Correct Marks: 2  Wrong Marks: 0.66

Which of the following is NOT a criterion of good hypothesis?

ఒకే ధనమేయ విషయం నిరూపణకి (నిరూపణకి) చేయడానికి ఎలా ఉండాలి?

Options:

It should be empirically testable
1. ✗ ఉత్తరాద ఉత్తరాదితో నిర్ణయించండి
It should be precise and specific

2.  అనేకంచి మాత్రము వితరణ సమాచార్

Statement in the hypothesis should be contradictory

3.  విసంభాగులు అంధకార ఉపయోగ సమాచార్

It should specify variables between which relationship is to be established

4.  ఈ అన్వయం మాత్రం అమల అవసర సమాచార్

Who defined theory as ‘a coherent set of internal propositions explaining apparent relationship of certain observed phenomenon’?

పిండినని 'ధర్మం నామం అప్సుక్తంపోయాం నిర్మాణం మాత్రము కోసం నిర్మాణం మాత్రము అమలం అసలం నిర్మాణం అసలం అసలం?

Options:

1.  జికండు

Blalock

2.  డారైక్

Sutherland

3.  తీగిందు

Theodorson

4.  టియాండ్ర్సన్

Null hypothesis is:

statement based on/derived from sufficient theoretical and empirical data

1. ✗ preliminary assumption about research

2. ✗ hypothesis of no relationship, used to test research hypothesis

3. ✓ research proposition about some social factors without reference

4. ✗

Goode and Hatt point three main difficulties in formulating hypothesis. Which of the following is NOT among them?

Options:

1. ✗ Inability to phrase hypothesis properly

Absence of clear theoretical framework

2. ✗
Lack of ability to utilise the theoretical framework logically

3. ✗  ವಿಚಿತ್ರ ವಿಧಾನ ಸಂಥಾನಗಳೊಂದಿಗೆ ಮೇಲೆಹತ್ತಿ

Non-identification of variables

4. ✓  ವಿದೇಶಗಳ ಸ್ವಂತ ಶಾಸನ

Question Number : 135  Question Id : 716447285  Question Type : MCQ  Option Shuffling : Yes  Negative Marks Display Text : 2/3 Correct Marks : 2  Wrong Marks : 0.66

Inductive reasoning/argument refers:

ಪ್ರತಿ ಶಾಖೆಯ (ಪ್ರತಿ ಹೋತೆಗೆ) / ಅಥವಾ ಹೋತೆಗೆ ಬಾರೀತೆ:

Options :

1. ✓  ವಿದೇಶಗಳ ಸ್ವಂತ ವಿದೇಶ ಪ್ರಮಾಣ

   From specific facts to general principles

2. ✗  ವಿದೇಶಗಳ ಸ್ವಂತ ವಿದೇಶ ಪ್ರಮಾಣ

   From general facts to universal facts

3. ✗  ವಿದೇಶಗಳ ಸ್ವಂತ ವಿದೇಶ ಪ್ರಮಾಣ

   From general principles to particular instances

4. ✗  ವಿದೇಶಗಳ ಸ್ವಂತ ವಿದೇಶ ಪ್ರಮಾಣ

   From common principles to general principles

Question Number : 136  Question Id : 716447286  Question Type : MCQ  Option Shuffling : Yes  Negative Marks Display Text : 2/3 Correct Marks : 2  Wrong Marks : 0.66

Norman Blaikie pointed out four strategies for conducting research which were called:

ನ್ಯೂಟನ್ ಎಡ್ವರ್ಡ್ ನ್ಯೂಟನ್ ಎಡ್ವರ್ಡ್ ನ್ಯೂಟನ್ ಎಡ್ವರ್ಡ್ ನ್ಯೂಟನ್ ಎಡ್ವರ್ಡ್

Options :
1. ✗
Inductive, Deductive, Retrospective, Abductive

2. ✗
Deductive, Inductive, Futuristic, Retrospective

3. ✗
Deductive, Inductive, Futuristic, Abductive

4. ✗
Deductive, Inductive, Elaborative, Futuristic

Question Number: 137  Question Id: 716447287  Question Type: MCQ  Option Shuffling: Yes  Negative Marks Display Text: 2/3
Correct Marks: 2  Wrong Marks: 0.66

Which of the following is NOT a characteristic of quantitative research?

ఎందుకం దిద్దినం పదార్థాలను వివిధ తరువాత తెలియజేస్తారు?

Options:
- Problem is specific and precise

1. ✗
Hypothesis are formulated before the study

2. ✗
Sampling is planned before data collection

3. ✗
అన్ని ప్రత్యేక మాధ్యమాల ప్రత్యేకతలు మొదలైనాం కావడానికి తెలియజేస్తారు.
Mostly nominal scales are used

4. ✓

Question Number : 138  Question Id : 716447288  Question Type : MCQ  Option Shuffling : Yes  Negative Marks Display Text : 2/3  Correct Marks : 2  Wrong Marks : 0.66
Sampling method which ideally suits for an ethnically divided population is called _______ sampling.

Options :
1. probability

2. simple random

3. stratified random

4. convenience

Question Number : 139  Question Id : 716447289  Question Type : MCQ  Option Shuffling : Yes  Negative Marks Display Text : 2/3  Correct Marks : 2  Wrong Marks : 0.66
Sampling method in which the researcher gets acquainted to other respondents by the respondent itself is called _______ sampling.

Options :
1. volunteer
Which of the following is NOT a characteristic of participant observation?

1. Communicating with participants through interaction and perceived reality

2. Event to be studied in natural environment

3. Control over the participant behaviour

Options:

1. Studying everyday life events

2. Event to be studied in natural environment

3. Control over the participant behaviour

4. Stopping (ending) the observation

Correct Marks: 2 Wrong Marks: 0.66
Burns states six types of case studies. They are:

1. historical, observational, oral history, situational, heuristic and crucial

2. idiographic, heuristic, crucial, oral history, observational and multi

3. historical, observational, oral history, situational, clinical and multi

4. crucial, heuristic, configurative, oral history, situational and clinical

The content analysis in which researcher not only in the types of words used but also in scaling their intensity weights is called ______ analysis.

Options:
- evaluative assertion

1. evaluative assertion
2. ✗

semantic

3. ✔

conceptual

4. ✗

Question Number : 143  Question Id : 716447293  Question Type : MCQ  Option Shuffling : Yes  Negative Marks Display Text : 2/3  Correct Marks : 2  Wrong Marks : 0.66  

Arithmetic average of a set of measures is called:

힌పడ్డ రామధూరి పేర్రగడు మార్యాదక అంచనలు మేమనం మరింత మార్యాదకను:

Options :
  mean

1. ✔ మిగిల (మిగిల)

median

2. ✗ మిగిలిన (మిగిలిన)

nominal scale

3. ✗ రాసిపల్లి దయం

mode

4. ✗ సరైన (సరైన)

Question Number : 144  Question Id : 716447294  Question Type : MCQ  Option Shuffling : Yes  Negative Marks Display Text : 2/3  Correct Marks : 2  Wrong Marks : 0.66
Guttman Scales are:

 våtyūnī vātērē

Options:

1. × multi-dimensional and cumulative

uni-dimensional and non-cumulative

2. × uni-dimensional and cumulative

uni-dimensional and cumulative

3. ✓ uni-dimensional and non-cumulative

multi-dimensional and non-cumulative

4. × multi-dimensional and cumulative

Symbolic interactionism, ethnomethodology and phenomenology contribute to the development of ______ paradigm.

vōryī vōtyūnī. rīvēnēvēnē vōtyūnī rīvēnēvēnē ______ vōtyūnī rīvēnēvēnē rīvēnēvē.

Options:

critical

1. × critical (vōtyūnī)

interpretive

2. ✓ vōtyūnī (vōtyūnī)
3. positivist

elaborative

4. independent

Question Number : 146 Question Id : 716447296 Question Type : MCQ Option Shuffling : Yes Negative Marks Display Text : 2/3
Correct Marks : 2 Wrong Marks : 0.66
A variable that is manipulated is known as _______ variable.

Question Number : 147 Question Id : 716447297 Question Type : MCQ Option Shuffling : Yes Negative Marks Display Text : 2/3
Correct Marks : 2 Wrong Marks : 0.66
An organisation wants to introduce a new policy and wants to evaluate its effect. The best method for this purpose would be:

Options :
before and after research

1. ✓ మాఫిక మీదుకు కోసం కోరివచ్చు

   after research only

2. ✗ కట్టడు నిర్ధారించిన మాత్రము

   complete randomised design

3. ✗ బృంద కోసం కోరివచ్చు

   factorial design

4. ✗ కార్యకలాప ప్రాగతి కోరివచ్చు

Quota sampling is an example of ____ sampling.

రైతు చెందితం వంటి తింటే నిర్ధారించబడిన కోరితో కలిగి ఉండడానికి.

Options:
   probability

1. ✗ సాధారణులు

   non-probability

2. ✓ సాధారణులు సాధారణులు

   random

3. ✗ తోడ్డిగా కట్టడు
Which of the following is NOT a technique of primary data collection?

Options:
1. Questionnaire
2. Interview schedule
3. Participant observation
4. Book review

The middle value in a series of values that divides distribution into two equal parts is called:

Options:
1. Mean
median

2. ✓ మధ్యస్థితి

mode

3. ✗ శాస్త్రికం

average

4. ✗ సాధారణీ